GOVERNMENT OF ASSAM
OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER OF TAXES:::ASSAM:::GUWAHATI.

ORDER

No. CTMS-10/2008/259 (Circular No. 16/2011)  Dated Dispur, the 8th September, 2011.
Sub : E-filing of details of vehicle/consignment/statutory forms by transporters/carriers.

In order to avoid the delay in clearance of goods at the Checkpost, the Taxation Department has provided a facility to declare on-line the vehicle/consignment/statutory forms details in advance before a goods carrying vehicle reaching the Checkpost. A registered transporter can obtain user ID and password from his jurisdictional Assistant Commissioner of Taxes/Superintendent of Taxes for accessing the official website, www.taxassam.in and filing online the vehicle/consignment/statutory form details as required by section 75(3) of the Assam Value Added Tax Act, 2003 and rule 41 of the Assam Value Added Tax Rules, 2005.

As per provisions of Rule 41(5) of the Assam Value Added Tax Rules, 2005, it is hereby directed that from 01.11.2011 onwards transporters/carriers dispatching goods under more than 1(one) consignment in a single vehicle as well as transporters/carriers who have despatched more than 1500 (one thousand and five hundred) vehicles in the year 2010-2011, shall compulsorily submit the details of vehicle/consignment/statutory form etc. on-line before the goods carrying vehicle reaching the Checkpost physically. The transporters/carriers not covered by the above criteria may also opt to submit the vehicle/consignment/statutory form etc. online before interception at the Checkpost.

It is further directed under Rule 41(3) of the Assam Value Added Tax Rules, 2005 that the officer-in-charge of the Checkpost shall not allow from 01.11.2011 onwards any goods carrying vehicle for which online filing of vehicle/consignment/statutory form details has been made compulsory as described above to cross the Checkgate, if such vehicles do not file online the required details alongwith other statutory documents and papers.

Sd/-Dr. J.B. Ekka,
Commissioner of Taxes, Assam,
Guwahati.
Memo No. CTMS-10/2008/259-A

Copy to:-

1. The Principal Secretary to the Government of Assam, Finance (Taxation) Department, Dispur for favour of kind information.

2. The Addl. Commissioners of Taxes/Joint Commissioners of Taxes (All) for information.

3. The Deputy Commissioners of Taxes (All Zones) for information and necessary action.

4. The Assistant Commissioner of Taxes/Superintendents of Taxes (All Unit and Checkpost) for information and necessary action. They are also directed to inform transporters/carriers within their respective jurisdiction of the contents of this order within 15(fifteen) days.

5. The President/Secretary, Transporters' Association, Guwahati. They are requested to circulate it among member transporters/carriers and do the other needful.

(Dr. J.B. Ekka), Commissioner of Taxes, Assam, Guwahati.